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Introduction
We have successfully applied an efficient method of spike sorting and its computational
algorithm to detect, identify, and classify spike events from electrophysiological
recordings. In contrast to other methods, also based on feature extraction, the proposed
method/algorithm is based on shape, phase, and distribution features of each spike
event, which reveal significant information of the neural process under study. This
physiological information is highly appreciated in the qualitative/quantitative
characterization of the neuronal activity, including the neural modulating properties, and
has practical uses in neurophysiology beyond the mere computation of the number of
spikes, classes, or neurons.
The uniqueness of this method/algorithm is that instead of the reduction of
dimensionality adopted in most alternative methods, it carries out spike-sorting analyses
based on a 24D vector of independent features for each spike event, removing multicollinearity among the features to simplify the classification process. Furthermore, the
classification technique involves the K-means clustering with new, useful validity and
error indices to verify both the cohesion-dispersion among spike events (CD-index) and
the misclassification of clustering (CE-index), respectively. Besides, the proposed

method/algorithm ensured that both the resulting number of clusters and the value of the
CE-index do not depend on the number of features used in the spike-sorting algorithm.
By analyzing raw extracellular recordings, we have demonstrated that the present
method/algorithm performs better at classifying spikes and neurons, and at assessing
their modulating properties than other methods also based on feature extraction. Finally,
the proposed method/algorithm has been implemented as an easy-to-use software
platform (called VISSOR), which will further extend its future usability and impact in
Neuroscience.
VISSOR package description
VISSOR: MATLAB toolbox for spike sorting analysis of neural time series data.
Available functions include data importing/exporting, preprocessing, spike
classification, and visualization. The tools for the spike sorting based on shape, phase
and distribution features and K-means clustering with validity and error indices are
unique functions provided by this toolbox. All functions have been integrated into a
simple and user-friendly graphical user interface environment designed for easy
accessibility. VISSOR is an algorithm of 'Spike Sorting' that recognizes specific patterns
of neuronal discharges (spikes) present in electrophysiological records. This grouping of
spikes is based on the similarity of their profiles, given that, each neuron fires spikes of
a particular shape. This brief tutorial explains how to work with VISSOR, how to load
data (and types of data that VISSOR admits) and how to apply adaptive thresholds for
spikes detection.
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Use of Technology
VISSOR runs under Windows System and it requires MATLAB (The MathWorks,
Natick, MA, USA; version 7.12.0; R2011a) platform or higher and internet access.
Install VISSOR
To install VISSOR, it has to be executed the application called VISSOR_Installer.exe and
to follow the installation instructions. After, it has to be created the installation folder
and to add a shortcut to the desktop (if wished). Finally, the terms of the license
agreement have to be accepted before pressing the Install button.

Start VISSOR
To start VISSOR is necessary to make double click on executable file ERFo.exe or to
make double click on the shortcut created in the desktop.
Data Input and Output
Input
This algorithm supports about 25 minutes (approximately) of signal duration. If it has to
be analyzed a signal of longer, it is necessary to select different segments before starting
the spike sorting procedures. The data file extension can be .txt or .wav; VISSOR
recognizes both formats. The internal structure of the file with extension .txt should
contain two columns, one with the signal timing and another with the signal amplitude
values. In addition, this file cannot carry any type of header. The .wav file does not have
any type of limitation. See Fig. 1 for an example of each type of file.

Fig. 1. In the left side, it is shown an example of the .txt file and, in the right side, it is shown an example
of the .wav file.

Output
To generate a folder to store the results, it is necessary to fill in the fields: Experiment and Sub
Experiment (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Results will be stored in folders with the selected names in Experiment and Sub Experiment in the
Experiment Details section.

In the same directory that VISSOR was installed, a new path is generated under the
names selected for Experiment Details. Figures and results are presented in two
different folders following the created path, created automatically. One of this contains
all the generate figures and the other one contains the files with the result outputs (Fig.
3).

Fig 3.1. Pathway created in the directory where VISSOR is installed to
store figures and results. The two first names correspond to the ones.

Figures and results can be saved with different extensions that must be previously
marked in the checkbox of the Save section. Different file extensions can be selected at
the same time for both.

Fig. 3.2. Save section where different file extensions can be selected for both Figures and Results.

Example of use
To fill in the Experiment and Sub Experiment fields in the principal window of VISSOR
and to mark the extensions of the Figures and Results fields.
Recording data file is loaded (with .txt or .wav extension) pressing the Load data button
and selecting the data file (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. Data file containing recorded data can be loaded from .txt or .wav data file extensions.

Once the data file is opened (in this example the file is .txt), the original signal can be
visualized (black arrow), as well as the first-order derivative of this signal (red arrow),
which was used to stabilize the signal (Fig. 5). All information extracted from this
signal is also included [green square striped; sampling rate (in Hz), sampling time (in
ms), and total duration (in ms)].

Fig. 5. Output of the VISSOR screen showing the original data signaled with a black arrow (Raw
recording, in mV), the First derivative of this data signaled with a red arrow (First derivative, in mV/s)
and some information extracted from this signals signaled with a green square striped [sampling rate (in
Hz), sampling time (in ms), and total duration (in ms)].

The next step is to fill in the fields of Threshold for determining the baseline and
detecting the spikes from the recorded signal.
Threshold
The amplitude threshold can be generated automatically or manually. The automatic
method in VISSOR calculates the amplitude threshold from the spike detection and

identification in the signal. The manual method calculates the amplitude threshold
depending on the user desires and one or two thresholds could be chosen.
•

Automatically: the threshold (Thr) is set to ± three times the median absolute
deviation of the first-order derivative (𝑉̇ (𝑡)) of the signal. 𝑇ℎ𝑟 = 𝑘 ∙ 𝜎𝑛 ; 𝑘 =
±3; 𝜎𝑛 = 𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛 {

|𝑉̇ (𝑡)|
0.6745

}. In general, the median absolute deviation 𝜎𝑛 of the signal

is an estimate of the standard deviation of the background noise. For applying the
automatic way, it has to be marked the option "auto" in the checkbox (Fig. 6). Then,
type of peaks (Positive, Negative or Both) to detect and identify must be selected.

Fig. 6. Threshold can be automatically assigned in VISSOR by marking "auto" in the Threshold checkbox
inside the Detected and Aligned Spikes section. Peaks field in the same section allows to establish the
polarity of the peaks (Positive, Negative or Both).

•

Manually: one or two thresholds values has to be selected in the field named
‘Value’ in microvolts (mV). These values have to be separated by commas. The
‘Peaks’ field is automatically locked according to the entered values (Fig. 7).

Fig. 7. Threshold can be manually assigned in VISSOR by indicating the desired values (in mV) in the
Value field.

Relative refractory period
The relative refractory period (rrp) is the shortest time between two spikes of the same
neuron and this period is mandatory during the detection and identification steps in
VISSOR. The most appropriate value must be included in ms (e.g., rrp = 3.33 ms).

Artifacts
The artifacts of a signal are atypical waveforms or oscillations caused by an increase in
the connection resistance. They are prominent because their peak-to-valley amplitudes
are significant with respect to the mean peak-to-valley amplitudes of the physiological
signal. VISSOR permits to introduce a selected artifact percentage (in %) to be
substrated of the signal. For example, with an Artifact field of 90 %, VISSOR will not
consider the amplitude peaks which have an upper percentage respect to the average
amplitudes percentage of the signal.

Two important buttons can be seen at the bottom of the VISSOR main window (Fig. 8):
Clear and Analysis button. By pressing the Clear button, all fields of the principal
window are erased and by pressing the Analysis button (black arrow), it will remain in
VISSOR.

Fig. 8. VISSOR main window. At the bottom, it can be fund two important buttons: Clear for erasing all
the values introduced in the different fields and checkboxes; and Analysis for continuing with the spike
sorting analysis.

By pressing the Analysis button, it will appear the next window untitled ‘VISSOR
_Classification’ (Fig. 9).

Fig. 9. VISSOR window untitled "VISSOR_Classification" that opens after pressing the Analysis button in
the main window. Total number of spikes (n = 73) in a time window of 1.5 ms.

This VISSOR_Classification window shows all information about the detected spikes. In
the first two graphs, it can be seen the exact times where the spikes appear in the
recorded signal and the first-order derivative of this signal. The spikes time are showed
with small blue vertical lines of. In Fig. 10, it is indicated with black arrows the
information about the represented signal; as the file name in the Data field, the number
of spikes detected (Nº Spikes), the number of artifacts (Nº Artifacts) detected over the
percentage marked and the threshold value (Threshold).

Fig. 10. Detail of the VISSOR window untitled "VISSOR_Classification" showed in Fig. 9. The upper
graph shows the exact time where the spikes appear (blue vertical lines) and the bottom graph shows the
first-order derivative of this signal. The file name with the original data, the number of selected spikes,
the number of artifacts, and the threshold value used are also included.

From the detected spikes, it is calculated and represented the firing rate (spikes/s) of the
recorded signal (Fig. 11) indicating the maximum faring rate value (Max Firing, black
arrow).

Fig. 11. Detail of the VISSOR window untitled "VISSOR_Classification" showed in Fig. 9 with the Firing
Rate (spikes/s). Black arrow points the maximum firing rate value.

The same VISSOR_Classification includes a graph of all the spike waveforms
overlapped and the phase space representation of each first-order derivative of these
signals (Fig. 12).

Fig. 12. Detail of the VISSOR window untitled "VISSOR_Classification" showed in Fig. 9. Left graph
includes all the spike waveforms overlapped (blue) and their mean value (black) and right graph includes
all the first-order derivative of all spikes (blue) and their mean value (black).

In the same window, it can be found two buttons: Classification and View Figure.

By pressing the View Figure button, it is obtained the outputs showed in Fig. 13.

Fig. 13. In the panel corresponding to Figure 1 are illustrate the recording (Amp., in mV), the identified
spikes (blue marks), and the firing rate (in Spikes/s). In the panel corresponding to Figure 2 are shows the
spike waveforms in the time domain and the spike phase-space. Finally, in the panel corresponding to
Figure 3 are show the same results but in a single graphical module.

By pressing the Classification button, it starts the next window called
‘VISSOR_Features’. In this window appear the list of the twenty-four independent
physiological features of the spike waveforms that VISSOR can use for classifying spike
waveforms (Fig. 14). In the Feature window appears two options: Automatic or Manual
button. By marking the option Automatic, the twenty-four features of the waveforms for
classification will be selected. By marking the option Manual, it can be selected the
most suitable features for each study (see an example in Fig. 15).

Fig. 14. List of the twenty-four independent physiological features of the spike waveforms that VISSOR
can use for classifying spike waveforms. Two options can be marked: Automatic (all the features will be
selected) and Manual (it permits to select the best features for each type of data).

Fig. 15. Example of the Manual option for selecting the independent physiological features of the spike
waveforms in the VISSOR_Features. In this case, it has been selected three features (F1, F2 y F3) related
to the shape of the first derivative (FD) of the spike.

Once the features for the classification are selected, it must be pressed the Analysis
button to obtain the next window called ‘VISSOR_Result’, which will show the
classification results. In Fig. 16, it is shown and output example with five different
clusters obtained from the electrophysiological signal. Each cluster is indicated with a
different color in the vertical lines that indicates each spike that accomplished the
threshold value: blue, cluster 1; red, cluster 2; green, cluster 3; pink, cluster 4; and cyan,
cluster 5.

Fig 16. Once the features for the classification are selected, it must be pressed the Analysis button to
obtain the next window called ‘VISSOR_Result’, which will show the classification results. In Fig 16, it
is shown and output example with five different clusters obtained from the electrophysiological signal.
Each cluster is indicated with a different color in the vertical lines that indicates each spike that
accomplished the threshold value: blue, cluster 1; red, cluster 2; green, cluster 3; pink, cluster 4; and cyan,
cluster 5.

The different clusters are showed with different tabs.

And, when one of the tab is selected, it appears a new window in the VISSOR_Result
space [see examples of different spikes in the same multiunitary recording in Fig. 17
(blue) and Fig. 18 (pink)]. In the square green striped in Fig. 17, it can be seen the
waveform detected following the cluster 1 and their firing rate representation.
Moreover, in the top left of the window it can be seen the overlapped waveforms of the
detected spikes and, in the bottom left of the window, it is represented the phase spaces
of them of the spikes.

Fig. 17. Total number of spikes (n = 73) from different neurons (clusters 1 to 5 represented with different
color codes) in a time window of 1.5 ms. In blue are illustrated the results obtained for the cluster 1 (blue
profiles; 38 spikes; maximal firing rate: 284.091 spikes/s).

Fig. 18. Total number of spikes (n = 73) from different neurons (clusters 1 to 5 represented with different
color codes) in a time window of 1.5 ms. Results obtained for the cluster 4 (pink profiles; 8 spikes;
maximal firing rate: 50.7099 spikes/s).

View Figure button allows to obtain all the different clusters presented in independent
figures (Fig. 19).

Fig. 19. Results obtained for all independent clusters: cluster 1 (blue, 38 spikes); cluster 2 (red, 5 spikes);
cluster 3 (green, 21 spikes); cluster 4 (pink, 8 spikes); and cluster 5 (black, 1 spike).

Furthermore, there are other buttons that VISSOR has to highlight, as
1)

, save a screen figure in extension .tiff.

2)

, zoom in the axes of the loaded figure.

3)

, zoom out the axes of the loaded figure.

4)

, move the axes to the loaded figure.

Comments and updates
VISSOR is an algorithm that can be useful for users interested in fine spike sorting
analysis. This is the first version of VISSOR (v1.0) and it is expected to be improved
with user suggestions and comments in the future versions. Any question and/or
suggestion can be send to the authors (E-mails: crcarmar@upo.es; rsancam@upo.es;
jmdelgar@upo.es; agrumas@upo.es).

